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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, biologists are often overwhelmed when they stand face-to-face
with the torrents of data that are produced, even in a single genomics experiment.
Therefore, robust bioinformatics pipelines are fundamental to provide meaningful
insights hidden in a pile of sequencing data. Here we introduce a set of tools
specifically tailored to process and interpret data from single cell template strand
sequencing (Strand-seq) experiments. Strand-seq is a novel sequencing technique,
unlike others, centered around the directionality of DNA template strands, embedded
in sequencing reads. To interpret Strand-seq data we have developed BreakPointR,
a tool designed to track template strand switches at a single cell level. Furthermore,
we have implemented a phasing pipeline that exploits the haplotype information that
is present in every Strand-seq library. These tools will be indispensable for future
high-throughput analysis of Strand-seq data.

INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years single cell sequencing (SCS) has become more and
more popular. This has come hand-in-hand with new developments in sequencing
technology. While it is now possible to generate torrents of data from SCS, the
computational methods to analyze such data are still underdeveloped. This is
especially true for novel sequencing techniques, like Strand-seq, for which proper
tools, specifically tailored to address a specific biological question in mind, had to be
developed.
Strand-seq is a single cell whole-genome sequencing technique, which
interrogates only the template and not newly synthesized DNA strands after one
round of DNA replication (Falconer et al. 2016). The power of Strand-seq lies
in its ability to track directionality of DNA template strands in every single cell.
However, current bioinformatics pipelines are not suited to fully exploit template
strand directionality to map genomic rearrangements. Therefore, an important part
of the Strand-seq method development has been the design and development of
new analytical tools able to handle Strand-seq data. Moreover, we had to cope with
challenges inherent to SCS data like low and non-uniform coverage, sparse data
points and background noise in order to provide fair evaluation of observed genomic
variants.
This chapter provides an overview of new bioinformatics pipelines, such
as BreakPointR, StrandPhase and StrandPhaseR and how these tools can be used
to phase diploid genomes from single cells Strand-seq libraries. In addition, we
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illustrate the power of BreakPointR for mapping of genome structural rearrangements
as well as the advantages and weaknesses of this tool. Lastly, we discuss the idea of
a SingleCellToolkit as a way to integrate breakpoint calling, mapping of structural
variants, copy number variation calling together with haplotyping tools in a unifying,
easy-to-use environment.

RESULTS
In order to systematically extract phasing information from hundreds of
Strand-seq libraries, appropriate bioinformatic tools that can handle Strand-seq data,
had to be developed. For this purpose I designed a new analysis pipeline, which
comprises two basic steps: (i) mapping of haplotyping informative WC regions
using BreakPointR, (ii) and phasing of such WC regions. In order to obtain the best
phasing possible, we have developed and validated two principally different phasing
algorithms: StrandPhase and StrandPhaseR.
BreakPointR pipeline for mapping breakpoints in Strand-seq libraries
Strand-seq can directly distinguish and visualize sequence reads based on
the direction they map to the reference genome. Reads mapping to the positive
(plus) strand of the reference genome are labeled as ‘Crick’ (C) and reads mapping
to the negative (minus) strand of the reference genome are labeled as ‘Watson’
(W). Such reads can be directly visualized in popular genome viewers like UCSC
genome browser (Kent et al. 2002) or IGV browser (James and Jill 2012). While it
is convenient to visualize template strand directionality using a genome browser,
it is highly impractical to map intervals of template strand switches in every single
cell manually. In addition, this approach makes comparison of recurrent template
strand changes across multiple cells almost an impossible task. Importantly, manual
mapping of template strand switches comes with subjective error of the experimenter,
decreasing the reproducibility of an experiment. Moreover, such analysis is time and
labor intensive and cannot be run repeatedly under the same conditions. To overcome
these shortcomings we have developed BreakPointR, an analytical tool specifically
tailored to track template strand states and map template strand switches in Strandseq libraries.
We have previously shown how to determine template strand states by
calculating the ratio of Watson and Crick reads within defined genomic regions
(genomic bins, windows) using the open-source software BAIT (Hills et al. 2013).
The BAIT software can reliably map positions (breakpoints) where template strand
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state changes within a chromosome. However, BAIT cuts the genome into fixed
sized bins and, therefore, breakpoint resolution is only as good as the smallest bin
within which the breakpoint can be localized. An improvement has been achieved
using a new read-based binning strategy implemented in Invert.R (Sanders et al.
2016). Such read-based window slides along every single read in the library, giving
this approach the highest resolution possible for the mapping of a wide range of
genomic rearrangements. Building up on Invert.R algorithm we have come up with
a slightly different binning and breakpoint detection strategy, which constitutes the
core of the BreakPointR algorithm.
BreakPointR is a novel algorithm designed to accurately track template
strand states in Strand-seq libraries using a bi-directional read-based binning. Readbased binning strategies scale bin size dynamically to accommodate a defined
number of reads and accounts for biases that are caused by genome mappability
(Baslan et al. 2016; Navin and Hicks 2011) in sparsely covered single cell Strand-seq
data. In such dynamic bins, the directionality of reads is tracked in order to search
for points where template strand state changes. BreakPointR takes as input reads
that are aligned to the reference genome or chromosomal region of interest from one
or multiple Strand-seq libraries. The algorithm then slides along the genome with a
user-defined bin based the on number of reads in the bin (e.g. 20 reads). Alternatively,
the number of reads in a bin can be derived from the (user-defined) expected size of
average bin. Every bin is then split in half such that there is equal number of reads
in the left and in the right part of the bin (e.g. 10 reads in the left and 10 reads in the
right for a 20 reads bin) (Fig. 1, i). Subsequently, the number of Watson (W) reads
in the left and right part of each bin is counted and their absolute difference (∆W)
is reported. The algorithm then steps forward to the next aligned read, adjusting the
size of the bin to capture the defined number of reads (e.g. 20 reads) and repeats
the calculation of ∆W and assigns the calculated value to the given bin. These steps
are repeated moving sequentially through every single read until the last read in the
library is reached, assigning ∆W values to each bin as it moves (Fig. 1, ii).
Next, peaks with the highest ∆W values are identified as positions where the
template state between left and right part of the bin differs. To avoid calling a lot of
false positive peaks, as a consequence of noisy data, a threshold value is derived for
every single chromosome using the highest ∆W (default: 1/3 of the highest peak).
The level of confidence is calculated for each peak above the set threshold using the
z-scores. By default, only peaks with z-score equal or higher than 3.291 standard
deviations (SD) are kept, corresponding to a 99.9% confidence level that a given
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peak is significantly higher than the threshold (our “population mean”). In a scenario
where a chromosome does not contain any switch in template strands, none of the
∆W peaks will reach the required level of confidence to be called as significant
due to the large number of peaks with approximately the same height. After the
peak calling, significant peaks are used as breakpoints to split each chromosome into
defined segments. Each breakpoint is defined as a region in between the last and first
read in the left and right portion of the bin with significantly high ∆W value (Fig. 1,
iii).

Figure 1: A read-based bi-directional sliding window algorithm to analyze Strand-seq data.
BreakPointR implements a new binning strategy that is based on the sequencing reads of a Strand-seq
library, which align to either the ‘+’ strand (Crick (C), in blue) or ‘-’ strand (Watson (W), in orange)
of the reference assembly. Individual reads are depicted as vertical lines along the chromosome. To
illustrate how BreakPointR algorithm works we will follow breakpoint mapping between WC and CC
template state. (i) Starting with the first window which encompasses 20 reads in total we look at 10
reads to the left and 10 reads to the right. Number of W reads is counted in the left and right portion
and absolute difference is recorded for a given window as a ∆W. Algorithm slides along the genome
by one read at a time and counts the total amount of reads (20 reads). Notice, how the genomic size
(red arrows) is dynamically resized to encompass equal number of reads in the left and right part of
the window (ii) ∆W values are recorded for each bin and peak calling is applied to search for high
confidence peaks by setting a threshold and calculating z-score statistics. (iii) High confidence peaks
are used as breakpoints to split a chromosome into segments, which are expected to have different
template states. Each breakpoint is defined as a region between the left and right part of the window
with significantly high ∆W value. Number of W and C reads is counted in each segment and most likely
template state is assigned using Fisher test.
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Having implemented an advanced binning strategy as well as means of peak
calling from ∆W values, we turned our attention to the reliable detection of template
strand states in each defined chromosomal segment. A template strand state can be
interpreted as the proportion of reads aligning to the ‘+’ strand (i.e. C reads) and
‘-’ strand (i.e. W reads) of the reference assembly, and a change in template strand
state (indicative of a rearrangement) is technically a change in these proportions in
neighboring chromosomal segments. For this the total number of W and C reads is
counted in each chromosomal segment. A genotyping step follows in order to assign
the most likely template state to each segment. For this we use Fisher test to test the
observed W and C counts in a defined segment, against the expected W and C counts
given the segment is of WW, WC or CC state. Neighboring segments assigned the
same template state are collapsed, breakpoint in between them is removed and
genotyping step is repeated using updated W and C counts based on updated segment
information. Figure 2 shows an example of breakpoint mapping with real Strand-seq
data.

Figure 2: Mapping of template strand change points using BreakPointR.
(i) Global view on chromosome 6 visualized in UCSC genome browser. ∆W values are plotted as black
bars along the length of the chromosome for each bin analyzed by BreakPointR. Underneath, all reads
aligned to this chromosome are distinguished as those mapping to the positive strand (Crick - C, blue)
or negative strand (Watson – W, orange) of the reference genome. By eye we can see mixing of W and
C reads at the beginning of the chromosome that changes to purely Crick reads towards the end of
the chromosome. (ii) Zoomed region where template state changes on chromosome 6. ∆W values are
plotted as black bars along this region. Breakpoint where WC template state changes to CC template
state is visible as the highest ∆W peak and is detected by BreakPointR as breakpoint range shown in
red. Reads plotted underneath underlie the breakpoint where the template strand state changes.

The new binning strategy implemented in BreakpointR avoids introducing
artificial breaks in our data (as is true for fixed binning approach) and takes into
account the natural distribution of mapped reads along the genome. Moreover,
the sliding nature of the bins results in overlapping windows that help to smooth
unevenness in coverage and ensure every read is represented in the analysis. Because
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of this, our algorithmic approach offers the highest possible breakpoint resolution.
To add power to the breakpoint calls made in any individual library, the BreakPointR
algorithm can assemble data from multiple libraries in order to look for patterns and
recurrent breakpoints on a population-scale.
BreakPointR was designed to help end-users to analyze their own Strand-seq
data. The program generates a set of output files containing coordinates of template
switch breakpoints, reads and ∆Ws for direct visualization in any genome browser
and suitable for subsequent analysis. All the results are plotted and are part of a
graphical output provided by the tool (Fig. 3). We tested and validated the software
on real Strand-seq libraries to determine its accuracy and precision in mapping
breakpoints of SCEs and other structural variants. We used this tool to search for
haplotype informative regions (called ‘WC regions’ here) of each chromosome in
every single cell library used in Chapters 2-5. The exported list of WC regions
from BreakPointR serves as input for the phasing analysis pipeline implemented in
StrandPhase and StrandPhaseR.

Figure 3: Example of graphical output from BreakPointR.
A) Example of a genome-wide view plot exported from BreakPointR. (i) All chromosomes are plotted
in a single horizontal line and the distribution of directional sequencing reads is represented as vertical
lines along each chromosome, with Watson in orange, and Crick in blue. (ii) Directional sequencing reads
in between localized breakpoint (red lines) are summarized as rectangles for easy visual assessment of
read density along the chromosome. The height of each rectangle is scaled based on the number of reads
and the length of a rectangle. (iii) Summary of template strand states in between localized breakpoints
for each chromosome. B) Heatmap summarizing BreakPointR analysis on 10 Strand-seq single cell
libraries. Rows represent template strand states for every single cell and chromosomes are plotted in
columns. Black arrows points to recurrent changes in template state in multiple single cells, feature for
which this visualisation is particularly suited for.
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Haplotype phasing using StrandPhase and StrandPhaseR
As mentioned earlier, Strand-seq is a unique genome sequencing technique,
which allows parental homologues to be distinguished in every single cell as either
Watson (W, reverse strand), or Crick (C, forward strand) based on read alignment to
the reference genome (Chapter 3, Fig. 1). In a situation where a single cell inherits
one Watson template and one Crick template for a given chromosome, all reads
mapped to this chromosome can be readily distinguished based on their directionality.
Ultimately, all alleles sampled in the sets of Watson or Crick reads represent two
separate haplotypes for a given chromosome in a given cell.
However, not all chromosomes in a single cell are informative for phasing.
Following random segregation of template strands into daughter cells, there is a 50%
chance that both parental homologues of any given chromosome will be inherited as
W and C templates. Therefore, a single Strand-seq library is never enough to phase
the whole genome, but instead there is a minimal number of cells required to have all
chromosomes represented as WC at least once. The bare minimum is approximately
5 cells to be able to phase the whole genome of a human individual. To accomplish
reasonably accurate and complete haplotypes one should aim for the higher cell
counts (~ 100-150 cells, Chapter 4) or include alternative sequencing data (PacBio,
Illumina) into the phasing (Chapter 5).

Table 1: Approximate number of cells needed to reach certain minimal level of WC chromosomes
In order to determine the average number of cells needed to have all human autosomes, represented
as WC certain number of times, we have performed randomized simulation with every chromosome
having 50% chance being WC. The results of this calculation is affected by the presence of low
frequency SCEs (Chapter 1) that occur naturally as a consequence of double strand break repair and
this variable was not considered here. SCE in a chromosome which is purely WW or CC results in WC
region after the SCE or vice versa, WC chromosomes switches to WW or CC region after a SCE event.
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We used BreakPointR to map the location of all WC regions (haplotype
informative) across all cells selected for our analysis. Our phasing pipeline uses the
list of haplotype informative regions (WC regions) to assemble haplotypes from
all cells (Fig. 4). For this we have developed and tested two principally different
phasing algorithms. Specifics of each algorithm are discussed below.

Figure 4: Phasing pipeline to build haplotypes from Strand-seq data.
Flow chart of the computational steps executed by our custom analysis pipeline StrandPhase. First,
Strand-seq libraries are preselected based on quality criteria (see Chapter 3, Fig. 3). Next, WC regions
are localized in selected BAM files for every chromosome in each single cell. A list of all genomic
regions found to have a WC inheritance pattern is generated. Across these regions, all variants (called
de novo, or retrieved from a publicly-available database, such as dbSNP or the HapMap project) are
recorded separately for Watson and Crick reads. This generates low-density haplotypes for all WC
regions in each individual cell. The single cell haplotypes serve as an input for our phasing algorithm
to build higher density consensus haplotypes (H1 and H2) of each chromosome. These consensus
haplotypes are generated for each chromosome, and together represent a whole genome haplotype for
a given individual.
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1. StrandPhase pipeline
The StrandPhase pipeline was implemented in a set of PERL scripts,
which are run sequentially. As an input we rely on reads aligned to the reference
genome and stored in a single BAM (binary alignment map) file for each Strandseq library. Aligned reads are filtered for duplicate reads and low mapping quality
reads (mapq < 10) using SAMtools (Li et al. 2009) (version 0.1.19). Such BAM
files are then run through the BreakPointR pipeline in order to select chromosomal
regions that inherited both W and C template strands (WC regions). Subsequently
only WC regions larger than 5Mb were selected for further analysis. A list of the
selected WC regions for each HapMap individual (NA12878, NA12891, NA12892)
analyzed in Chapter 3 and 4 is available at StrandPhase repository (https://github.
com/daewoooo/StrandPhase).
Next, we identified SNV alleles in selected WC regions by querying variant
positions listed in the HapMap reference database (a non-redundant list of SNVs from
phase 2 release 22 and phase 3 release 2) using the SAMtools ‘mpileup‘ function (Li
et al. 2009). We recorded the specific nucleotide at each variable position separately
for the Crick and the Watson template strands, creating low-density haplotypes for
every single cell. These partial single cell haplotypes were then used as the input
for the Strand-seq specific phasing algorithm. StrandPhase represents a greedy
algorithm that in each iteration repeats one basic operation: merge two the most
similar haplotypes. The operation is repeated until no more merging is possible.
Each operation uses the next highest-scoring overlap to join two haplotypes. Thus
haplotypes become more complete by greedy extension always taking the next best
matching haplotype.
To build consensus haplotypes from multiple cells, the StrandPhase analyzes
single cell haplotypes for a single chromosome at a time. All single cell haplotypes
for every informative (WC) chromosome are considered as a separate entity. The
first iteration pulled out the pair of single cell haplotypes that contained the highest
density of overlapping heterozygous positions, and set these as the anchor haplotypes
(Fig. 5B). This essentially initialized the two consensus haplotypes, arbitrarily
designated ‘H1’ and ‘H2’. In the next iteration, the single cell haplotypes containing
the highest number of SNV positions overlapping with the anchor haplotypes were
selected and compared separately to both H1 and H2. The percentage of mismatches
was calculated for each comparison as a missH1 and missH2. Subsequently, the
difference between the level of mismatches was calculated as ((missH1-missH2)/
(missH1+missH2)/2)*100 and the haplotype showing the highest concordance is
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added to the corresponding consensus haplotype (Fig. 5B). Single cell haplotypes
with the degree of difference less than 25% were excluded from the analysis (in the
present analysis between 1.3 and 3.7% of single cell haplotypes were excluded).
By iteratively adding additional single cell haplotypes to H1 and H2, the density of
SNVs in each consensus haplotype increased with every additional cell analyzed
(Fig. 5B). Single cell data that could not be reliably assigned to one of the consensus
haplotypes were excluded and reported in a separate file.

Figure 5: StrandPhase phasing algorithm.
A) Example of single cell Strand-seq library. Each chromosome is represented as a vertical ideogram
and the distribution of directional sequencing reads is represented as horizontal lines along each
chromosome, with Watson in orange, and Crick in blue. Haplotype informative (WC) regions, selected
for haplotype phasing, are highlighted by red bars. B) The custom phasing algorithm StrandPhase
processes one chromosome at a time. Cells that inherit one Crick and one Watson template strand for a
particular chromosome are selected as input and the SNVs identified on each template strand are used
to derive each single cell haplotypes. In the first iteration, anchor haplotypes are established by pairing
single cell haplotypes exhibiting the highest number of overlapping heterozygous SNVs. This is used to
initialize the consensus haplotypes ‘H1’ and ‘H2’, which are further built upon in subsequent iterations.
In the second iteration, the second most dense single cell haplotype is considered and compared to
both consensus haplotypes and any new SNVs are added to the consensus haplotype showing the best
concordance. With each iteration, the consensus haplotypes are extended, until no additional single cell
haplotype can be reliably assigned to the one of the consensus haplotypes.

Because the single cell sequencing data have inherently low genomic
coverage, resulting consensus haplotypes are incomplete, leaving a number of alleles
unphased. Even by sampling all WC regions in a several hundreds of single cells
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we are still covering only about 75% of all variable positions submitted into our
pipeline (Chapter 4, Fig. 7). In order to increase the amount of covered variants one
can look into purely WW and CC regions across all single cells. These regions are
initially omitted from haplotype reconstruction even though they hold information
on alternative alleles. This information can be useful to fill missing alleles at
heterozygous positions where only one allele is present in WC regions and therefore
phased. In other words for all heterozygous positions where at least one allele is
phased within WC regions, the other allele can be filled, provided that it is present in
corresponding WW or CC reads with sufficient base quality and coverage (coverage
>= 2).
At the last stage of the pipeline, directional reads of each single cell are
separated into two haplotypes based on the phase information assigned to them
during the phasing process (Fig. 6A). By splitting reads from all single cells we can
create haplotype specific read alignments (BAM files) for all chromosomes in the
whole genome. Such high density, haplotype-specific alignments can then serve, for
example, to assign phase to large structural variants like deletions, duplications or
inversions (Chapter 3, Fig. 6D and Chapter 4, Fig. 5A). In case of deletions and
duplications BreakPointR pipeline can be employed using the same principles as in
detection template strand changes. Simply by considering haplotype-specific reads
as either Watson or Crick, ∆W values can be used to track changes in read density
between Watson and Crick reads (here “Watson and Crick haplotypes”) (Fig. 6B).
StrandPhase algorithm progressively builds more complete and dense
consensus haplotypes by incorporating the best matching single cell haplotype to the
consensus at each iteration. The main disadvantage of this approach is the possibility
that an erroneously assigned single cell haplotype at early iteration will propagate
further, lowering the quality and accuracy of resulting consensus haplotypes.
However, during the testing of this algorithm we did not encounter a single mistake
at the early stage of the phasing process. StrandPhase algorithm proved to be robust
and highly accurate what is demonstrated in Chapter 3. In order to speed-up phasing
and solve the susceptibility to early errors we have designed an improved, nongreedy algorithm called StrandPhaseR.
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Figure 6: Generation and usage of homologue specific BAM files.
A) Homologue specific BAM files were created for each phased homologue using SAMtools (Li et al.
2009). For this, the sequencing reads from every cell were grouped based on their directionality (Crick
shown in blue, Watson shown in orange) and assigned to their respective haplotype using our phasing
algorithm. All phased reads were then merged together into a high-density homologue specific BAM file
representing consensus haplotype 1 (H1), or haplotype 2 (H2). Two BAM files were generated for every
chromosome. B) UCSC genome browser view of homologue specific deletion on chromosome 4. (i)
Haplotypes specific reads, compiled from multiple single cells are shown separately for Haplotype 1 in
orange and for Haplotypes 2 in blue. Read density along the chromosomal region is plotted. Homologue
specific reads are merged together such that Haplotype 1 reads are assigned as negative strand reads and
Haplotype 2 reads are assigned as positive strand reads. Such directional reads are merged together (as
shown in (iv)) and are analyzed by BreakPointR to search for template strand breaks. (ii) Breakpoint
ranges located by BreakPointR show change in template state from WC (mix of haplotype 1 and 2)
to WW (only haplotype 1 present) back to WC state. (iii) Corresponding ∆W values (black bars) are
plotted along the depicted region on chromosome 4.

2. StrandPhaseR pipeline
Our improved phasing pipeline builds on results and ideas obtained during
the development of StrandPhase algorithm. Like in the previously described pipeline
we used aligned BAM files as input files, after removal of duplicate reads and low
mapping quality reads (mapq < 10). Next, WC regions were localized and alleles
present at variable positions were identified separately for W and C reads in every
Strand-seq library. Such low density single cell haplotypes are then processed by our
phasing algorithm.
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StrandPhaseR is a new phasing algorithm based on a binary sorting of two
parallel matrices that store haplotypes obtained from single cells Strand-seq libraries.
Such partial single-cell haplotypes are used to fill two matrices where rows represent
cells and columns represent covered variable positions (SNVs) in any given cell (Fig.
7). Initially one matrix stores all variable positions specific for the Watson template
and the other matrix store all variable positions specific for the Crick template.
Cells in the matrices are sorted in decreasing order based on the number of covered
variants. Initially, score of each column is calculated as a sum of all covered alleles
subtracted from the count of the most abundant allele. Then sum of scores for each
column represent the overall score of the matrix. After the score of both matrices is
determined we swap all SNV alleles in the first row (first cell) between these two
matrices. Matrix score is recalculated and if the score is lower than previous score
we keep this change, otherwise the change is reversed. Algorithm continues with
the second row and again swaps covered variants between matrices. Subsequently,
matrix score is recalculated along with the decision to preserve or reverse the change.
Algorithm iterates through all rows (cells) sorting single cell haplotypes within both
matrices in order to reduce the number of conflicting alleles within each column.
Sorting process can run through matrices multiple times to ensure that ‘optimal’
sorting is accomplished. Resulting haplotypes are reported as consensus alleles for
each column of a matrix. Ideally, there is only one allele present per variable site in
both matrices.

Figure 7: StrandPhaseR phasing algorithm.
Two parallel matrices are shown. Rows represent single cell Strand-seq libraries and columns represent
variants covered in those cells. Initially, one matrix stores all alleles (SNVs) covered by Watson reads
and the second matrix stores all alleles covered by Crick reads (of chromosome 3) separately for every
single cell. Switch button at the top of the figure illustrates swap of alleles in every row between two
matrices. Matrix score is calculated for each iteration.
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As discussed in the previous section, missing alleles at heterozygous sites
can be searched for in haplotype-uninformative reads (from WW and CC regions)
present in Strand-seq libraries and eventually filled in. Final haplotypes are exported
in standardized VCF format and each variable position has assigned Phred quality
score and value reflecting the number of cells given allele was observed in. For
a convenience all phasing steps are implemented into single package what makes
usage easier for regular user. StrandPhaseR pipeline is available as R package from
GitHub (https://github.com/daewoooo/StrandPhaseR).
SingleCellToolkit suite
Currently, breakpoint search in template strands (BreakPointR) and phasing
of WC regions in single cells (StrandPhaseR) are both implemented in separate R
based packages. This means that obtained results from both pipelines are not directly
integrated and have to be manually submitted from one pipeline to the other. To
integrate single cell tools discussed previously we have developed a wrapper R
package called SingleCellToolkit to provide an unified environment for complete
haplotype analysis of single cells. The main benefit stems from an easy-to-use
integrated analysis of haplotypes which includes: selection of WC region in all
cells, phasing of SNVs, filling missing alleles, dividing homologue specific reads
per haplotype, detection of larger SV in such homologue specific reads and export
of obtained results in common formats (RData, bed, vcf). Currently, we are working
on integration of other single cell analysis tools such as Invert.R (Sanders et al.
2016) and AneuFindeR (B. Bakker et al. 2016). Invert.R is specifically tailored to
search for inversions in single cell Strand-seq data, whereas AneuFindeR is a tool
for copy number variation (CNV) profiling in single cells. Integration of all of these
tools will give us a power to exploit various functionalities of these programs in
order to fulfill more complex tasks such as phasing of more complex variants like
inversions, refinement of CNV breakpoints or search for CNVs in phased fashion. A
schematic overview of interactions between separate tools is presented in Figure 8.
SingleCellToolkit is currently under the intensive development and is planned to be
released as R package in 2017.
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Figure 8: Flowchart of the SingleCellToolkit for single cell analysis.
Flow chart of connectivity between various tools within SingleCellToolkit. First, Strand-seq libraries
are preselected based on quality criteria. Various analytical pipelines (AneuFinderR, BreakPointR,
Invert.R, BAIT and StrandPhaseR) can be engaged based on user defined options. Tool specific
functions can be used by the other tools. Output and input formats are cross-compatible such that
multiple tools can be linked together into a single analysis pipeline.

DISCUSSION
Reliable and easy-to-use bioinformatics tools are of paramount importance
for all future applications of Strand-seq, a high-throughput, single cell sequencing
technique able to map various structural rearrangements as well as to phase diploid
genomes. Such tools have to be able to cope with biases and limitation inherent to SCS
in order to draw solid conclusion using SCS data. One of the current characteristics of
Strand-seq libraries is the low and non-uniform coverage. To account for this, we have
developed and implemented various genome binning strategies. Read-based binning,
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implemented in BreakPointR, is especially suitable for low coverage sequencing
data and aims to lower the effect of coverage variability throughout the genome.
Another source of biases is the reference genome itself. The reference
genome is used to align directional Strand-seq reads and therefore any imperfections
in the reference genome assembly may result in a range of mapping artifacts
that could be misinterpreted as structural variants. This category includes
misplaced contigs (Falconer et al. 2012) and mapping biases observed at low
complexity regions of the reference genome. Such cases have to be treated with
special attention and tools processing such data have to be able to detect and
correctly classify them. One of the ways to uncover such biases is to look at
the frequency of such events in the population of cells (Sanders et al. 2016).
To bring the various single cell sequencing analysis techniques into genetics
practice, robust analytical pipelines have to be developed. In this sense Strand-seq
is a powerful technique with a toolbox of bioinformatics pipelines developed over
the last years. Importantly, the integration of these tools into a single environment
will help potential users to benefit from their unique functionalities to answer more
complex biological questions. An obvious application would be, for example, the
phasing of diploid genomes taking into account more complex structural variants
like inversions, balanced translocations and CNVs. Chapters 3,4 and 5 discuss the
application of these tools to phase diploid genomes using Strand-seq data.
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